
# 2328, TOP NOTCH 5 BEDROOM VILLA IN
PUNTA ESPADA GOLF COURSE 

  Single Family Detached.   $
2,400,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Located in Cap Cana Community with Golf, Marina and Beach Proximity
Welcome to paradise! Indulge in the epitome of luxury living with this exquisite, fully furnished villa
nestled within the prestigious and highly coveted gated community of Cap Cana. Situated
alongside the renowned Punta Espada Golf Course, this magnificent residence offers a truly
extraordinary experience. Boasting a flawless design and meticulous attention to detail, this
stunning home encompasses everything you could desire. With 5 lavish bedrooms, including maids
quarters for added convenience, this villa provides ample space for relaxation and entertainment.
The elegant kitchen and spacious living/dining area create an inviting atmosphere, perfect for
gathering with loved ones. Step outside into your own personal oasis, where a sprawling backyard
awaits. Lounge by the pool, immerse yourself in the rejuvenating waters of the jacuzzi, and bask in
the sheer serenity that surrounds you. Spanning an impressive 11,298 square feet of expertly
constructed living space, this villa is situated on a generous 25,308 square foot lot, ensuring
privacy and tranquility. Prepare to be captivated by breathtaking vistas of the world-famous Punta
Espada golf course, effortlessly enjoyed from the comfort of your own home. Immerse yourself in
the exclusive privileges offered by Cap Cana, including access to the pristine Juanillo and Api
Beaches. Indulge in the finest amenities provided by the nearby 5-star hotels, savor delectable
cuisine at exquisite restaurants, and indulge in a world-class shopping experience. This exceptional
property embodies the pinnacle of luxury real estate in Cap Cana, offering a prime opportunity to
embrace a lifestyle of unparalleled opulence and grandeur. Don't miss your chance to call this
exquisite villa your own and experience the epitome of Caribbean living in one of the most sought-
after destinations on Earth.

Name Alex Bucher
Phone 1(849)912-2545

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  5
Bath :  5

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  11298
Lot Size :  25308

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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